should be observed that the definition we shall give is more general than the usual ones (for instance, Richards [7] ). In particular, we do not restrict ourselves to rational functions or even to functions that are necessarily defined on the i-axis. Finally, note that the first part of Theorem 1.1 is not true under the more restrictive definition given by Richards [7] . 2. The Iterated Richards' Transformation. In [7; Theorem 6] Richards proved the following theorem which has become known as Richards' Transformation: THEOREM 
Iff is PR and if neither af(z) -zf(a) nor af(a) -zf(z) vanish identically for arbitrary choice of a > 0, then f*(z) = af(z) -zf(a) (2.1) af(a) -zf(z) is PRo
This theorem has found important applications in certain synthesis methods (see, for instance, Bott and Duffin [1] ). We are lead naturally, then, to consider the consequences of repeated applications of this algorithm. Two alternatives present themselves. For any given function, it may happen that after some finite number of iterations of (2.1) we obtain a function of the form Az or Alz, in which case we can proceed no further. Or alternately, this never happens and we can iterate indefinitely. Thus, associated with each PR function and each set of positive constants {ail, is a sequence of positive real functions (possibly finite) obtained by repeated application of (2.1). We collect these comments in 
where fn (an) = An and n ~ 1. 
forn ~ 1, define four sequences of polynomials with P n = Pn(z), Q" = Q,,(z), R" = R,,(z) and Sn = Sn(Z). If the constants {ail are all positive and Ai = fi (ai), where f is PR and i = 1, 2, ... , then we call the polynomials of (2.3) the associated polynomials of f at {ail. It is now a simple matter to prove by induction that if fn is the nth associated function of the PR function f and if P ,,-1 , Q"-1 , R,,-1 and S,,-1 are the n -1 st associated polynomials of f at {ail ~-1 then,
We reserve for a later section a more detailed study of these polynomials. At this point we collect a few simple properties that we shall find of immediate use. The identity,
follows from the defining equations, (2.3). This yields
valid for all n ~ 1. 
It is PR by Theorem 1. 
(2.7)
Then E (Zj n) and H (z; n) are PR and their ith associated functions, E.(z; n)
and Hi(zj n), respectively, have the property that Ei(a.
PROOF. The choice g (z) = Anz/ an in Theorem 2.2 implies the existence of a PR function, call it E(zj n), with the property that En(Zj n) = Anz/a n . Now (2.6) combined with (2.3) proves the first of the equalities in (2.7). The choice, g(z) = anAn/z proves the second. This corollary has many ramifications which we proceed to explore. First of all we may resolve the issue of when the associated sequence terminates. Clearly, In this event we have fn (an) = An = Ban which implies that B = An/an and An = Clan which implies that C = anAn. Now Corollary 2.1 and (2.6) shows that either f = E (z; n) or f = H (Zj n). One last remark on this matter is pertinent. If f is PR and has the additional property that f( -z) = -fez) with no singularities other than poles on the i-axis, we say thatf is IPR. Call the degree of a rational function the maximum of the degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials. Richards [7; Corollary 6.1 (b)] has shown that an application of (2.1) to a rational IPR function reduces the degree by one. Noting that E and H are rational IPR functions we may summarize our comments by stating that a necessary and sufficient condition that an associated sequence terminates after n terms is that f is a rational IPR function of degree n.
In [2] Brune showed that N (z) = fez) -zL (L > 0) can have no multiple zeros in ORHP. Seshu and Balabanian [9] showed that if N is rational then it could have at most one zero in ORHP, and this zero must be real. If z = a is a zero of N, then L = f(a)/a and N is reminiscent of the numerator of (2.1) j it is just this similarity that we exploit to prove some extensive generalizations of this result. We note for emphasis that no assumption of rationality is involved in the hypothesis of the following theorems. Hence, even in the case n = 1, these theorems generalize the results of Brune, and Seshu and Balabanian. THEOREM 
PROOF. Since /n+l is PR it has only simple zeros and poles on the i-axis from Theorem 1.2. Thus any multiple zero of either Pn/ -Qn or Rn -Sn/must be a zero of the other. But Lemma 2.1 prohibits such simultaneous zeros on the i-axis, and so prohibits multiple zeros of / -E andf -H.
The stated inequalities follow from the last part of Theorem 1.2 applied to the PR functions, fn+l and l/fn+1. For,
because we have assumed thatf(iyo) = E(iyo; n). From (2.5) we see that the denominator is positive; from the fact that P n is a polynomial in i we see that p! (iyo) is positive. This establishes the first of the inequalities. The second inequality is established in the same manner using l/fn+l in place of fn+l and iY1 in place of iyo . These last two theorems may be interpreted as restrictions on the values that can be assumed by PR functions. In Theorem 2.6 (below) we exploit this re~ striction to prove an interpolation theorem. At present we consider the consequences of fez) -E(z; n) small at z = Zo with Zo ~ ai, 1 ~ i ~ n. We prove that this assumption forces f (z) -E (z; n) small throughout 0 RH P. Preliminary to this we need a lemma. LEMMA 
If {fi} is a sequence of PR functions (not necessarily an associated sequence) which assumes the same positive value at one point in ORHP then either (i) limi_oofi exists and is a PR function, or
Assume that the converse is true for i = k and use (2.4) to obtain
A simple count of the order of the zero of the numerator at z = aHl compared to the order of this zero of the denominator shows that the left-hand side vanishes at z = aHl . These comments prove, ThEOREM 
If f and g are two PR functions whose nth associated functions exist, then a necessary and sufficient condition thatf(a.)
We are now in a position to investigate the possibility of constructing PR functions taking prescribed values at prescribed points. In preparation for this we introduce a few definitions for the purpose of simplifying the statement of the results. First we define a counting function for the sequence {ail. Let n(i) be the number of ak's having the same value, ai, k < i. Here, and in the following, n = n(i) is the nth derivative. We now construct an auxillary sequence of constants {B.}; from the sequences {Ai}; and {ail; , by the following recursive device: 
where n = n(k + 1). 
from (2.4) and (2.7). If z = aHl, then EHl (aHl ; n) = BHl and (2.10) reduces to
But this last equation combined with the definition of Bk+ l in (2.9) yields E(ai ; k) = Wi for i = 1,2, '" , n, which was to be proved. In the next section, it will be seen that the extension of Theorem 2.7 to the infinite set (wi}i will lead to unique PR interpolating functions. The exceptional cases of unique interpolating functions on the set {Wi}~ occur only when, for some k ~ n + 1, fk does not exist. In this event it can be shown that Bk = 0 or 00 and that if an interpolating function exists it will be either QkjPk or Rkj Sk . These cases are expressly prohibited in Theorem 2.7 by the hypothesis that fn+l exists.
3. The Sequence, E(z; n), E(z; 2), . . .
• Throughout this section we shall assume that {ai} is an infinite sequence of positive constants with one limit point in ORHP and no others. We shall also assume that {Ai} is a sequence of positive constants not related to any PR function unless explicitly stated otherwise.
We write lim; ... "" ai = ao. PROOF. From the sequences {ail and {Ai} we construct the functions {E (z; n)} in the usual manner. We apply Theorem 2.3 to the PR function E(z; n) to con- values then the two distinct PR functions would agree on this infinite set. But this infinite set has limit point in ORHP because the larger set {ail has. Hence Vitali's theorem would imply that these two functions were identical. We are left with the case that (ii) This completes the proof.
If f is given then the constants {Ail may be picked as fi(ai) = Ai. In this event the uniqueness of the limit function guaranties that lim" ... "" E (z;n) = fez). It is easily seen that H(z; n) could have been used in place of E(z; n) in this construction. We have proved COROLLARY 3. 
